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DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL PROJECT

PROJECT AUTHORIZATION
In May 1961, the Department of the Interior was instructed by the
President to review previous reports on the international Passamaquoddy
Tidal Power Project and the upper St. John River hydroelectric power
development. Interior established a Passamaquoddy-St. John River Study
Committee which made an initial report in 1963. The committee
completed its evaluation of the proposed development in August 1964.
The Secretary of the Interior forwarded this report, together with
comments from other Federal agencies and the Governors of the
New England States, to the President on July 9, 1965. By letter of
July 12, 1965, the President transmitted the report to Congress with a
recommendation for the immediate authorization of the Dickey-Lincoln
School Project on the St. John River. This same recommendation had
been made by the Passamaquoddy-St. John River Study Committee and by
the Secretary of the Interior and was not opposed by any party commenting on the report. Since the August 1964 report (adjusted to utilize
February 1965 power values) found the Passamaquoddy Tidal Project to
have a benefit-to-cost ratio below unity, it was not included in the
authorization.
The Dickey-Lincoln School Project, St. John River, Maine, was
authorized by Congress in the Flood Control Act of 1965, Public Law
89-298, approved October 27, 1965, substantially in accordance with
plans included in the report of the Department of the Interior and the
Corps of Engineers dated August 1964, as approved by the President on
July 12, 1965. The authorization anticipated construction of the
project by the Corps of Engineers and marketing of the power by the
Secretary of the Interior pursuant to Section 5 of the Flood Control
Act of 1944. The power marketing area considered was the State of
Maine and the remainder of New England.
In the letter to the President recommending the authorization of the
Dickey-Lincoln School Project, the Secretary noted that:
"The above tabulation clearly demonstrates that the DickeyLincoln School Project will produce low-cost power for the
State of Maine and New England. The project would have an
installed capacity of 794,000 kilowatts and would generate
over 1 billion kilowatt-hours annually. Power can be
delivered to preference customers in Maine for 7 to 8 mills
per kilowatt-hour and peaking power can be delivered for
$15 per kilowatt-year for capacity and 3 mills for energy.
Preference customers in New England are now paying between
1

9 and 20 mills for their power supply. Thus, the DickeyLincoln School Project can contribute low-cost load factor
power for Maine and low-cost peaking power for the
remainder of the New England region, which should tend to
reduce rates."
POST AUTHORIZATION STUDIES
Subsequent to authorization, very little planning work was accomplished
for Dickey-Lincoln School Project for a number of years. No funds were
appropriated by Congress for the project in 1967, and for 7 years
project activity was limited to periodically updating the project benefits and costs based on cost index changes. Then, during the "oil
crisis" in 1973-1974, the Congress provided funds for resumption of
preconstruction planning and since that time a complete indepth
reanalysis of the project has been made. Revised costs, benefits, and
project design related to the power feature are covered in Design
Memorandum No. 3 "Hydropower Capacity and Project Economics" which was
recently prepared by the New England Division of the Corps of Engineers.
Costs and benefits have been further updated during October 1976 to
reflect price levels as of October 1, 1976.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND POWER CHARACTERISTICS
The Dickey-Lincoln School Project sites are on the St. John River in
Aroostook County, Maine, about 30 miles west of Fort Kent, Maine. The
Dickey Dam site is immediately upstream of the confluence of the
Allagash and St. John Rivers. Its reservoir will extend upstream into
the Province of Quebec, Canada. The Lincoln School Dam site is about
11 miles downstream from the Dickey Dam site and about 15 miles from
the Canadian border. Its reservoir will extend to the tailwater of the
Dickey Dam and for 2 miles up the Allagash River. In addition to
electric power, recreation, area redevelopment, and flood control will
be project purposes.
The St. John River Basin has an area of about 21,000 square miles.
Seven thousand six hundred square miles are in Maine, and the remainder
are in Quebec and New Brunswick, Canada. Below the projects the river
is the Maine-New Brunswick border from the confluence of the
St. Francis and St. John Rivers to near Grand Falls, Canada. Below
Grand Falls, the main stream is in New Brunswick, Canada. The river
has a wide variation of flows. The melt of the winter snow pack causes
large flows in April, May, and June. Minimum flows are in July,
August, and September, and in January and February. Occasionally,
hurricanes in September and October cause high flows.
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Water releases from the Lincoln Reservoir will affect the generation at
the three existing hydroelectric powerplants in New Brunswick at
Grand Falls, Beechwood, and Mactaquac. Present proposals provide that
one-half of the additional energy generated at the Canadian projects as
a result of operation of the Dickey-Lincoln School Project will be
returned to the U. S, for disposition. It is estimated that 175 GWH of
downstream energy will be available to the U . S, on an average annual
basis for sale with the energy generated at the Dickey-Lincoln site.
The Dickey Project is designed as a peaking power resource. As such
the project output will be maximized by being operated as a component
of a large integrated system which has other power sources to supply
base load and intermediate load requirements. During times of low and
intermediate water flows in the St. John's River, the project will
serve as a peaking and reserve source of power. Only during periods of
high flows when the project is not storing substantial quantities of
water will increased generation of energy move the project down into a
lower position on the area load curve.
The Lincoln School Project is necessary to reregulate and smooth out
the peaking water discharges made by the Dickey Project. The power
installation of 70 MIV at this project can generate 263 GWH of energy
which equates to 3760 KWH per KW per year. Power with these characteristics can be used as intermediate power by a large system and has only
slightly less than the required energy to serve total preference
customer loads.
Some of the pertinent parameters with respect to power generation at
the overall project are given below. The proposed installation:
Dickey

Lincoln

2,900,000
59,000
Active Storage Capacity (ac-ft)
No. of Units
3
3
Conventional
1
Pumped Storage
4
3
Total
190
30*
Size of Units (MW)
760
70
Total Installed Capacity (MIV)
874
70
Dependable Capacity
894
263
Average Annual Project Energy** (GWH)
Average Annual Downstream Energy (GWH)
U . S. Portion of Downstream Energy (GWH)
Total Average Annual Energy Available for U. S. (GWH)
-

*Two units at 30 MW and one unit at 10 MW
**Excludes energy resulting from pumped water
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Total
2,959 ,000
6
1
7
-

830
944
1 ,157
350
175
1 ,332

In addition to the energy quantities shown above which result from
generation with water available from streamflows, additional energy
can be generated from the pumped-storage operation of one of the 190 MW
units of the project. This additional energy will be generated at
Dickey during peaking hours with water which has been pumped from the
Lincoln School reservoir during off-peak hours. Energy resulting from
this operation will vary from time to time and will depend upon the
economics of pumping during any particular period. The Corps has estimated that approximately 292 GWH of energy will be generated annually
as a result of the pumping operation and that 438 GWH of off-peak
energy will be needed to accomplish the pumping.
POWER MARKETING CRITERIA
Guidelines
Basic power marketing guidelines are set forth in Section 5 of the
Flood Control Act of 1944 (16 U.S.C. 1970 ed. sec. 825s) which provides
that:
"Electric power and energy generated at reservoir projects
under the control of the Department of the Army and in the
opinion of the Secretary of the Army not required in the
operation of such projects shall be delivered to the
Secretary of the Interior, who shall transmit and dispose
of such power and energy in such manner as to encourage the
most widespread use thereof at the lowest possible rates to
consumers consistent with sound business principles, the
rate schedules to become effective upon confirmation and
approval by the Federal Power Commission. Rate schedules
shall be drawn having regard to the recovery (upon the basis
of the application of such rate schedules to the capacity of
the electric facilities of the projects) of the cost of
producing and transmitting such electric energy, including
the amortization of the capital investment allocated to
power over a reasonable period of years. Preference in the
sale of such power and energy shall be given to public
bodies and cooperatives. The Secretary of the Interior is
authorized, from funds to be appropriated by the Congress,
to construct or acquire, by purchase or other agreement,
only such transmission lines and related facilities as may
be necessary in order to make the power and energy
generated at said projects available in wholesale quantities
for sale on fair and reasonable terms and conditions to
facilities owned by the Federal Government, public bodies,
cooperatives, and privately owned companies. All moneys
4

received from such sales shall be deposited in the Treasury
of the United States as miscellaneous receipts." (Dec. 22,
1944, Ch. 665, § 5, 58 Stat. 890.)
Marketing Area
It seems clear from the documents supporting the authorization of
the Dickey-Lincoln School Project that a primary purpose of the project
is to produce low-cost power for the State of Maine and for New England.
We consider, therefore, the six-state New England area of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut to
be the overall area within which all the power from the proposed
project will be marketed, and we also consider the State of Maine to be
a special marketing segment within the New England area.
NEW ENGLAND POWER INDUSTRY
The entire New England region comprises about 66,000 square miles in
area, about 150 miles across its main east-west axis, and 400 miles
from north to south. Population and industry are concentrated in the
southern half of the region, which is part of the megalopolis extending
from above Boston to below Washington, D. C.
The New England power industry is composed of almost 150 different
organizations which are involved in electric generation, sales, or
both. In 1971 a regional bulk power supply group was begun through the
formation of the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL). The objectives of
NEPOOL are (a) to assure that the bulk power supply of New England conforms to proper standards of reliability, and (b) to attain maximum
practicable economy, consistent with such standards of reliability, in
such bulk power supply and to provide for equitable sharing of the
resulting benefits and costs. This is accomplished through joint
planning, central dispatching, coordinated construction, operation and
maintenance of electric generation and transmission facilities.
Day-to-day scheduling and coordination of generating units and
operation of transmission facilities are accomplished through NEPEX, a
central dispatching agency provided for in the NEPOOL agreement.
All transmission facilities rated 69 KV and above and which are owned
by NEPOOL participants and which are required to allow energy from
power sources to move freely on the New England transmission network
are considered to be pool transmission facilities (PTF). Each participant of NEPOOL is then entitled to use the PTF owned by other participants for a number of specified services including the transfer of
entitlements of power purchases with both participants and
5

nonparticipants.
Yearly wheeling charges for use of the EHV PTF (230 KV and 345 KV lines)
amounted to $2.50 per KW per year in 1976, Additional charges are made
for use of lower voltage PTF (115 KV and 69 KV lines), and these charges
are paid directly to the company who owns the lines based on prescribed
formulas. Existing costs for wheeling over these lower voltage PTF
facilities average about $3.75 per KW per year. Additional wheeling
charges may be made by individual companies for wheeling power over
non-PTF transmission facilities,
NEW ENGLAND POWER LOADS PRESENT AND PROJECTED
Due to the many diverse entities involved in supplying power in the
New England States, it is difficult to get exact figures on total
electric loads. It appears, however, that the total peak load of the
New England area in 1974 was approximately 13,000 MW. Of this,
approximately 1,160 MIV represented the capacity used in the State of
Maine.
Municipal electric systems and cooperatives located in the New England
States had combined loads of some 1,240 MW. Of this amount,
approximately 1,000 MW was purchased with the remainder generated in
plants owned by these preference customers. Municipalities and
cooperatives in Maine purchased approximately 42 MW. Of the remaining
958 MW of purchased capacity, municipalities in the State of
Massachusetts accounted for in excess of 600 MW with lesser amounts
being used in Connecticut, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island in
descending order,
Given below are the capacity purchases made by preference customers in
1974 followed by a tabulation of generating capacity:
PREFERENCE CUSTOMER CAPACITY PURCHASES
State
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Total

Municipalities
KW
25,488
17,862
71,868
611,549
3,880
149,401
880,048

Cooperatives
KW
16,969
65,105
37,693

119,767
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Total
KW
42,457
82,967
109,561
611,549
3,880
149,401
999,815

PREFERENCE CUSTOMER GENERATING CAPABILITY
Generating Capacity
K1V
5,745
57,530
2,620
72,440
225,925

State
Maine
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Total

364,260

The Dickey-Lincoln School Project is expected to be completed by 1986
at the earliest. This project is then expected to continue operation
and generation of power for the next 100 years, although the power
repayment period is set at 50 years, Any analysis of power loads and
the ability of particular customers to absorb peaking power into their
system is dependent upon load projections. We have projected loads to
1986 which is regarded as an approximation of conditions when the
project becomes operational, and have also made projections to the year
1996 to show conditions which may be more nearly representative of
later project operations.
Given below are pertinent projections of preference customer loads and
total loads for the State of Maine and the entire New England area.

1974
1986
1996

Maine
Preference
Customers
MW
42
97
199

Total
Loads
MW
1,160
2,229
3,844

Total New England
Preference
Total
Customers
Loads
MW
MW
12,891
1,243
2,499
25,105
4,531
43,291

PROJECT POWER COSTS
Overall Project Costs
The feasibility of the Dickey-Lincoln School Project has withstood
the test of time since first authorized in 1965. At the time of
authorization the project was estimated to have average annual benefits
of $21,480,000 per year compared with average annual costs of
$11,550,000, thus providing a benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.86 to 1.
During the 11-year period from 1965 to the present, power costs in
general have increased drastically. These cost increases stem from a
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variety of items such as general inflation, effects of environmental
constraints, rapid fuel cost escalations, substantially increased
interest rates, and pressures for higher rates of return on invested
capital. Some of these factors affect the Dickey-Lincoln School
Project costs while others do not.
The latest estimates of project costs and benefits as determined
by the U. S. Corps of Engineers are as follows:
AT-SITE

TRANSMISSION

TOTAL

$533,000,000
50,700,000
$583,700,000

$135,800,000
9,900,000
$145,700,000

$668,800,000

$ 19,780,000
2,000,000
4,380,000
376,000
115,000
$ 26,651,000

$

$ 26,180,000
5,200,000
4,380,000
376,000
115,000
$ 36,251,000

PROJECT INVESTMENT
Total Project Costs
Interest During Construction
Total Investment

60,600,000
$729,400,000

ANNUAL COSTS
Interest and Amortization
Operation and Maintenance
Pumping Energy
Major Replacements
Loss of Land Taxes
Total

|

6,400,000
3,20p,000
9,600,000

PROJECT BENEFITS

PROJECT PURPOSE
Power
Flood Control
Recreation
Area Redevelopment
Total

$72,123,000
507,000
1,250,000
1,240,000
$75,120,000

The annual project costs and the annual project benefits given
above are based upon a 100-year period of analysis and assume no
inflation over the period. Power benefits, for example, are based on
the costs of providing equivalent power from combined cycle and gas
turbine generating sources which have an estimated service life of 30
years. The benefit computation assumes, in effect, that these plants
will be replaced at the end of 30 years and again after 60 years and 90
years of project operation, and the costs of all these replacements are
assumed to be the same as today's costs. It is evident that if there
is any future inflation the annual benefits of the project will be
substantially increased.
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Annual project costs for economic analysis are based on an
interest rate of 3-1/4 percent in accordance with existing Federal
requirements. However, the Corps of Engineers has made additional
analyses at an interest rate of 6-3/8 percent which demonstrate that
the project still has economic feasibility under these higher rates.
Project Costs Allocated to Power
In addition to economic feasibility tests, the power function of
the project must demonstrate financial feasibility. The financial
feasibility analysis requires a determination that sufficient power
revenues can be collected to recover project costs allocated to power.
In this determination total power costs must be amortized over a
50-year period (rather than the 100-year period used in economic
analysis), and an interest rate based on the yield of long-term
government bonds at the time construction is initiated must be used.
The interest rate required for use under Interior policies for this
fiscal year (1977) is 7 percent.
Pertinent cost information related to the power financial
feasibility study is as follows:
COSTS ALLOCATED TO POWER
AT-SITE

TRANSMISSION

TOTAL

Construction Cost 1/
$457,540,000
Interest During Construction
93,710,000
Total Investment
$551,250,000

$135,800,000
21,300,000
$157,100,000

$593,340,000
115,010,000
$708,350,000

EQUAL ANNUAL CHARGES
Interest and Amortization
$ 39,944,000
Operation and Maintenance 2/
1,885,000
Major Replacements
210,000
Marketing Costs
350,000
Subtotal
$ 42,389,000

$ 11,900,000
3,200,000
$ 15,100,000

$ 51,844,000
5,085,000
210,000
350,000
$ 57,489,000

Additional Wheeling Costs
Total Annual Costs to be Recovered from Power Revenues
Say

7,000,000
$ 64,489,000
$ 64,500,000

1/

Construction costs exclude costs of initial provisions to
accommodate future units amounting to $38,000,000.

2/

Annual costs of pumping energy for pumped storage operation are not
included here but are treated subsequently.
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POWER MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS AND POWER FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
No useful purpose would be served by attempting at this time to
particularize specific power marketing arrangements which would not
begin until some 10 years in the future. Rather, the determination of
final specific arrangements should utilize procedures which provide for
feedback from potential customers, and the contract provisions should
represent the results of the give-and-take of arm's length negotiations.
These negotiations would take place over the period of time during
which the project facilities are being constructed. However, certain
general parameters may be established for purposes of examining whether
or not sufficient power revenues can be obtained to recover project
power costs.
One immediate test of financial feasibility of the project is available.
Since power benefits are a measure of the cost of obtaining power from
an alternative power supply, these benefits can also be considered a
measure of the maximum amount the private utilities in the area should
be willing to pay for the power. Given below are comparisons of
power's financial costs with power value estimates.
Alternative Costs to Privately Owned
Utilities

$68,600,000

Financial Project Costs

$61,900,000

Percent
of Power Benefits
Needed to
Cover Financial
Costs

90-6

The above comparison does not represent a marketing plan consistent
with marketing guidelines given earlier but does indicate that private
utilities in the area should be willing to pay the Government
sufficient revenues to cover the project costs.
Under the guidelines set forth in Section 5 of the Flood Control Act of
1944, the sale of power by Interior should:
- Encourage widespread use of power.
- Utilize lowest possible rates consistent with sound
business principles.
- Make sure that rate schedules provide for cost recovery.
- Provide preference in sale of power to public bodies and
cooperatives.
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In preparing the financial feasibility analysis of the project, we have
used the financial impacts which result under marketing arrangements
now utilized in the Southeast in the sale of peaking power from Federal
projects. While ultimate Dickey-Lincoln School marketing patterns
might vary somewhat from these specific arrangements, we believe use of
the financial results based on this type of arrangement provides a
realistic test of the financial feasibility of the project. The
arrangements now utilized in the Southeast provide as follows:
1. Sale by the Government of specified amounts of usable power
directly to preference customers located in the marketing area.
2. Payment of transmission service
the private utilities for "wheeling" the
customers from points of interconnection
transmission facilities with the utility

charges by the Government to
Federal power to preference
of the Government's
transmission system.

3. The establishment of "energy banks" or "energy accounts" with
the private utilities to allow the Government to have a power product
for sale that more nearly represents power available under average
water flow conditions,
4. Agreement by private utilities in the area to supply requested
additional power needs of preference customers at the companies'
applicable rate schedules.
5. Sale by the Government of a portion of the hydro power output
to the utilities as peaking power.
6. Agreement by the Government to allow the area utilities to
schedule the power output of the projects in a way which would maximize
the power benefits available from the project.
7.

Sale of power at "postage stamp" type rates.

Power generation resulting from the Dickey-Lincoln School Project will
be produced both at-site and downstream. The bulk of the power
produced will be peaking power produced at the Dickey Project, and
essentially all this power should be scheduled into the NEPOOL power
system. Power generated at the Lincoln School Project and power
generated at the downstream projects and delivered by the New Brunswick
Power Authority could be scheduled either by private utility companies
in Maine, or by NEPOOL, or a combination of the two. Present plans for
the project anticipate the availability from all sources of streamflow
generation to be 944 MW of dependable capacity and 1332 GWH of energy.
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Due to the remote location of the Dickey-Lincoln School Project,
extensive transmission lines must be constructed in order to make the
power and energy generated at the projects available for sale on fair
and reasonable terms. Other Department of the Interior personnel are
closely examining alternative plans of service for the project and
identifying the basic transmission system components needed to
integrate the generation into the New England power system.
After considering transmission losses on available power and offsetting
load diversities, we estimate that 900 MW together with 1200 GWH will
be available for sale at the customer's premises. For purposes of this
analysis, we propose that the available power be distributed in Maine
and the other New England states as follows:
PROPOSED POWER SALES
Sales in Maine*
100 MW
100 MW
200 MW

@
50% l.f.
§ 953 Hrs, Use

=
=
=

438 GWH
_95 GWH
533 GWH

Sales in New England Outside of Maine*
700 MW

6

953 Hrs. Use

=

667 GWH

=

1,200 GWH

Total Sales
900 MW

*Preference customer loads in Maine are estimated to be 100 MW in 1986,
and preference customer loads outside Maine are estimated at 2500 MW.
The above marketing pattern allocates to Maine preference customers
approximately their total power requirements as estimated for 1986.
The energy required for this sale to accompany 100 MW of capacity
equates essentially to the average annual energy generated at Lincoln
School plus the U. S. portion of additional energy generated at downstream Canadian projects (263 GWH + 175 GWH = 438 GWH). The additional
100 MW of capacity and accompanying energy at 953 hours use sold in
Maine represents the reservation of an additional 100 MW of peaking
capacity for preference customers in the State which could be sold to
the private utilities in the State until the preference customers could
utilize the power. As preference customer loads grow, the sale of this
power would be withdrawn from the private utilities and sold to the
preference customers.
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The remaining power of 700 MW and 667 GWH is available for marketing in
New England outside the State of Maine. We estimate that this power
can be utilized only in the top 15 to 20 percent of the load of
New England preference customers. While there is no problem in
utilizing the total power available in the overall power supply for
New England, the 700 MW with 667 GWH could not be absorbed by
preference customers in New England in the year 1986. We believe that
about 450 MW could be absorbed by preference customers at this time and
have assumed that this capacity would be sold to them. This power
would be available to any and all preference customers in New England
outside of Maine. We anticipate that allocations of power would be
made to potential customers prior to 1986 based upon their requests for
power and upon their load configurations at the time. The remaining
250 MW could initially be sold to the private utilities outside of
Maine on a short-term basis and would be withdrawn for sale to
preference customers as these preference customers increased their
ability to absorb and use the power.
In addition to the capacity and energy generated from streamflows,
additional energy will be available from pumped storage operations. We
estimate that by 1990 sufficient nuclear generation will be installed
so that nuclear energy will be available in the NEPOOL system for the
pumping operation. Under this condition, pumping energy would cost
approximately 5 mills per KWH, while the value of energy generated from
the pumping operation would be approximately 30 mills per KWH at
today's price levels.
Under a split-the-savings arrangement such that half the savings
resulting from the pumping operation would accrue to the Government, we
estimate net average annual revenues from the pumping operation to be
approximately $2,300,000 per year.
Based on the estimated costs of the power generation at the DickeyLincoln School Project, the estimated costs of transmission facilities
to get the power to the NEPOOL grid, the estimated wheeling charges to
get the power to ultimate customers, and the proposed sales arrangements, rates in the order of $50 per KW per year for capacity plus an
energy rate of 15 mills per KWH will be necessary to accomplish power
repayment. This rate would be a "postage stamp" type rate and would
apply to all conventional power sales regardless of customer location
or customer delivery facilities. All transmission costs necessary to
provide the power to the customer's premises would be borne by the
Government.
Under the proposed marketing plan, the estimated annual project
revenues and costs are as follows:
13

REVENUE
Capacity Sales
900 MW

S

$50,000/MW

$45,000,000

@

$15,000/GWH

$18,000,000

Energy Sales
1200 GWH

Total Power Sales
Net Revenues from Pumping Operations
Total Revenues

$63,000,000
2,300,000
$65,300,000

COSTS
Annual Costs
Annual Costs
Annual Costs
Total Annual

- Generation
- Transmission
- Wheeling Charges
Costs

$42,400,000
15,100,000
7,000,000
$64,500,000

Rates presently charged to preference customers vary substantially
throughout the New England area with the lowest overall rates charged
in New Hampshire and Maine and higher rates charged in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Vermont. Existing rates on file at the Federal Power
Commission as of July 1976 indicated that new higher rate schedules are
now being applied to a great portion of the New England area. These
filed rates contain capacity charges which vary from $85 to $100 per KW
per year in these latter three states. In New Hampshire and Maine the
present capacity charges are considerably below these levels. Energy
charges all reflect fuel adjustment charges and are basically dependent
upon the fuel costs which are incurred in each of the various areas.
Wholesale energy rates in Maine averaged about 22 mills per KWH in 1975
while running somewhat less than this in other portions of New England.
Overall wholesale power costs averaged 26 mills per KWH in Maine in
1975.
The proposed rates of $50 per KW plus 15 mills per KWH are competitive
with existing rates in the New England area. These rates would
provide substantial savings to some customers today while providing
others with modest savings. Looking toward the future we see these
savings resulting from Dickey-Lincoln power steadily increasing in
amount. It is our opinion that customers purchasing power from the
project will receive very worthwhile savings in their power supply
costs over the 50-year repayment period of the project.
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CONCLUSION
Our analysis of the power feature of the proposed Dickey-Lincoln School
Project finds that sufficient power revenues can be obtained from the
sale of power under marketing arrangements consistent with Section 5 of
the Flood Control Act of 1944 to repay all costs associated with the
production and distribution of the power produced. We find, therefore,
that the power feature of the proposed Dickey-Lincoln Project is
financially feasible.
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